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What Impact 
do you WANT 
to make in the 
World?

And to WHOM?



Is it to a LOT of 
people, even if 

perhaps a smaller 
impact, but on 
more people?

Or is it to a smaller 
group of people… 
less diluted. More 

focused. 
And…Who are 

they? 

Think about for a moment, WHOM 
you want to Impact the most? 

Who is it you care about the most 
that you wish to influence in the 
positive way you alone have to 
give? 

Put that in the Chat. 



From Mike’s Monday News Last week…

� Article: “Good Luck if you’re a Single Agent” about Teams: 
https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesbizcouncil/2021/10/27/what-does-the-future-look-like-
for-solo-real-estate-agents/?sh=69ed161f74bb

� One quote from this article was: Recently, my wife and I analyzed how many different streams of referrals and leads 
we receive from different resources. What we found is that we have almost 32 now (almost??): everything from relocation 
companies, lead services, word of mouth and lots more with the average return at about two to three deals a year with some others 
ranging from 15 to 20 deals per year. (why not focus on THOSE and drop the bridges giving you 2-3… and I bet some are ZERO) You 
know, the average solo agent may only have two, three or maybe five different pillars of business from which they get their leads: 
their referral network, lender partner, friends and even family. With a team like mine, we may not be getting something every single 
day through every one of those lead sources but having so many different resources then provides a consistent flow into our team. 
(wonder how many leads they get to manage? Wonder what their ratio of leads to closings IS?)

� Yes, there are positives to a Team of Agents and Staff and even more Management…. IF your 
Goals are around a framework that requires that.

� We had that goal for 10 years… over which we did more than 100 transactions a year for 10 
years in a row. It CAN be great and FUN! 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/forbesbizcouncil/2021/10/27/what-does-the-future-look-like-for-solo-real-estate-agents/?sh=69ed161f74bb


Lots of good 
Reasons to 
GO BIG…

� Most good Agents have times they believe they would like to do 
large volume or GCI. And there is nothing wrong with that! It’s 
FUN! It can be BIG money!

� There are lots of reasons why… One of them is more potential 
SOI/COI/PC come with more more people on the Team!

� Can be to exercise Leadership skills! Can be to have camaraderie 
with a group. 

� Another is to “help as may people as they can.”
� Another reason is, in many franchises for example, to be considered 

“Elite” the requirements are tied to a total volume… or Gross 
Commission Income. 

� For us, it was around getting into an Elite Group that grossed over 
$1M GCI to gain admittance. We wanted IN!

But… Almost No One looks at what the actual Profit 
comes from that large volume or GCI. 

To reach those statuses… it’s not about reaching an “Average X 
deals per person on the team” or “6-digit income average per 
person on the team” --- It’s simply a total… no many how many 
people or how much it costs… to get there. 

One Question is: IS the ADDITIONAL PROFIT WORTH IT TO YOU?
It may be YES… and it may be NO.

Let’s look at specifics today.



Not everyone is GOOD at both… or don’t make enough to pay others to do it 

and still profit.

True Story: We knew several $1M+ GCI producers that filed bankruptcy from the cost burden of creating that $1M+ GCI…

TRUTH:
Large Volume or GCI requires you both work 

AT your own Job…
AND Manage & Motivate others…

plus… be very GOOD at BOTH
or make enough to hire others to do/manage and still 

PROFIT…



Not everyone has that Goal – And it’s OK

� SOME agents simply do not want to Manage others; or are not good at it!
� SOME agents want to simplify their businesses to the least work and most 

income possible… alone. Understanding the limits and accepting them.
� SOME agents have been-there/done-that and are ready for a new working 

reality that may be less stressful and take less time.
� SOME agents have calculated both models and understand clearly what it 

takes to build and profit from going BIG… and decide to stay small on 
purpose. 



What if… you 
Decided to be 

Lean 
for the PURPOSE of Influencing 

MORE and making a bigger 
IMPACT so you worked with fewer 

people.

� Could you grow your 
INFLUENCE and IMPACT 
with a smaller number of:

o Business Sources

o Database you 
specifically reach out to

o Contacts per day

o Leads you work
o Transactions (which are 

higher in price point, 
higher in income, and 
are in a tight area, 
physically)



Simple Question: 

Do you have more 
Influence and Impact by 
spending a LOT of time 
with a FEW People… 

or SMALL amounts of time 
with a LOT of people?

Pretty easy to see the answer….



Influence:

� If you only had FIFTEEN people to Influence with your thoughts about real estate… And those 15 people HAD 
to tell enough others (who told enough others… and so on) to create your entire business for a year…. What 
would you do – What actions would you take?
o Would you choose JUST the right 15 people? Who would they be? 

o Would you communicate with them very OFTEN things that were designed to get them to SHARE it?

o Would you make the time they spent with you worthwhile to THEM?  How?

o Would you make it your mission to be liked, respected, and trusted by those 15 people? How?

o Would you see them in person/mail/call/text/social media/refer others to them or to what they are passionate about?

o Would you find ways to connect on a personal level?

o H0w much would you KNOW about them (McKay’s 66 or better yet, your own version)?

o What else?

in·flu·ence
/ˈinflo͝oəns/
noun
the capacity to have an effect on the behavior of someone or something, or the 
effect itself.



What if you DID Influence them? 

� What would happen if you were massively successful with those 
15 people? 

� What if they thought you were the smartest, most caring, most 
self-less/giving, best informed, best advisor, best VALUE, best 
leader… in your industry? What actions would THEY take when 
they knew of someone else whom they cared about that you 
could help too?

� What is the POSSIBLE impact of just 15 people? How many 
others do you think MOST people run into, on average, who 
need to /want to / should… buy or sell a house or investment? 



Impact:

� What COULD YOUR IMPACT be on them?
o Would they be better informed and confident about their real estate portfolios?
o Would they be confident about sharing you with others they care about or even others they simply hear of?

o Would they be excited to refer people to you because THEY will look so good doing it?

� What COULD that Impact be on your business? 
o What number do you get when you multiply the average # of people they meet a year who might need your service by the 15 of 

them?
o Is that enough Leads to run your business? 

o What if you had 150 people that you were LOOKING for the Right 10% from – to find those 15 every year? 

o What if some of the other 135 of your 150 were being primed to be one of your 15 for the next year? 

im·pact
/ˈimˌpakt/
noun

have a strong effect on someone or something.



Breakout: What do you think?

� A Single Agent with a net average commission of $8K* (*net after franchise fee/co. split 
before other expenses) and 36 transactions (or 24 at $12K)

� A Small Team of 3-4 (agents and staff), doing 70 sales a year with an average $7K***per 
deal (**before agent split with you) (lower with > transactions.)

� A Team of 10+ (agents and staff), doing 175 sales a year with an average $6K*** per deal 
(lower with even > transactions.)

Breakout into Teams of 3-4 and Return with your Answers for each one 
above… as to how much Profit will be there after expenses (including 

staff/agents) & How many Leads a year it will take. 



Breakout: Results

1. A Single Agent with an average commission of $8K and 36 transactions (or 24 at $12K)
o Profit: $173K - 248K

o # Leads Needed: 50 - 250

2. A Small Team of 3-4 (agents and staff), doing 70 sales a year with an average $7K per deal
o Profit: $300K – 400K

o # Leads Needed: 500- 600

3. A Team of 10+ (agents and staff), doing 175 sales a year with an average $6K per deal
o Profit: $480K – 490K

o # Leads Needed: 1800-3600



What my Pre-Written Estimates were:

� A Single Agent with an average commission of $8K and 36 transactions (or 24 at $12K) can keep expenses at 
about 15% even with a TC and/or VA.  GCI = $288K, profit about $240K a year. Managing about 140 leads.

� A Small Team of 3-4 (agents and staff), doing 70 sales a year with an average $7K per deal (lower with > 
transactions) will spend about 45% on expenses and splits. GCI = $490K, profit about $318K a year. They will 
mange about 800 leads a year (success ratio is lower on a team.)

� A Team of 10+ (agents and staff), doing 175 sales a year with an average $6K per deal (lower with more 
transactions) will spend about 65% on expenses and splits. GCI>$1M, profit about $368K. They will need to 
mange about 2000+ leads (success ratio is even lower on a bigger team.)

Is the additional profit worth it?

For some, it’s a Heck Yes!  For others, it’s a No Way.

You decide which is right for YOU. 



A few Caveats and Additions

1. I recently reviewed a few 2022 busines plans in which people are building larger teams. I never saw one that expects more
than $400K profit for the solo Team Leader… hence my running these examples.  

2. Yes, Mike and I together made $500-600K profit (more than examples) from our large team doing large numbers. Yes, 
there were 2 other principles who made the same profit, but we needed them to do what we did…. AND we were doing 
large volume at high prices not normal in the US.  Our average commission was over $14K. Yes, we grossed $2.6M in our 
best year. It took 10 years of work (one year our profit was only $90K while our staff budget alone was close to $200K) to 
get to that peak level when we sold the company and moved. Yes, we could go on trips and the company would “run itself” 
for a few weeks at a time a few times a year. KEY: It would not work without us working though every day otherwise… 
There was no “auto-pilot.” Notice… It took TIME and large numbers with high-priced volume to get there. 

3. IF you have a family Team all doing most of the work (through the good months and the bad) and keep 
advertising, staff and additional agents Lean, you CAN profit a lot more. But it’s a rarity.  Good staff and agents often leave 
for more $, higher splits, or less work, so you need a great training program and good incentives to stay. We can help with 
that if you need info.



Related… stick with me… 
Consider this from my friend Coach Scott Perry

I find a to-do list a seductive way to hide from the real work I need to do.
Too often my to-do list is full of tasks like "organize my top desk drawer." Just as often, my to-do list is made 
up of outright distractions or tasks that get done automatically and don't require being listed at all.
What helps me move forward in meaningful endeavors is a 'must-do' list. This is a one-item 
list each day. The one next best small step forward into the change I seek to make. One thing that, when 
accomplished, will serve as a large lever ratcheting me forward.
Everything else gets put onto my 'stop-doing' list and is ignored until my must-do list of one is 
done.

A 'to-do' list feels productive, but a 'must-do' list makes progress.
What's on your must-do list? 

What will you move to your stop-doing list 

until what must be done gets done between now and Year End?



Some Ideas of Stop-Doing or Eliminating

� Contacting people in your DB you aren’t happy to contact. (make them “done” for historical 
purposes only)

� Mailing to people you don’t know/Mass emailing other than an Email NL monthly.
� Meetings you do regularly… that aren’t helping you grow or change.
� Marketing you can’t track like Billboards or Image Advertising.
� Business sources that don’t have a great “Lead to Closing” ratio… Consider stopping doing 

those that are 100:4 – Can you imagine getting 100 leads from PC/COI and only closing on 
FOUR of them?? 

� Contact methods (platforms) to check! Count what you have… and give up a few. I deleted 
Marco Polo & Clubhouse, LOL.

� Email addresses 
� Websites you have (point them in one place or just let them go/sell them?)
� Calendars – consolidate
� JUNK in your calendar as repeating events (take Dec and DO them or book a Real Time to 

do it and delete recurring event after)
� Rummaging through things in drawers. Clean them out and trash/organize what IS needed.
� Rummaging through closet. Give away. Store summer stuff. LIMIT options. 



What if you created a Void to do what is 
Important… with a “Stop Doing”

� Many of you “stopped” Zillow this year. For good reason. The Lead to Close ratio is dismal and the time 
you waste on those bad leads kept you from doing Influential and Impactful work with People who really 
DO like and trust you.

� Others are Stopping taking Relocation Leads that pay dismally and require a lot more work… even 
though they are “good leads” generally. 

� I remember distinctly when we decided to STOP marketing to an area no one wanted to work… was 
about 40 minutes from our office, had horrible parking issues, AND was about 25% less in price range 
than our average area. Cut our marketing costs by 1/3… (duh)

� A Broker we know finally Stopped taking out a full-page ad in the Newspaper after doing it for 20+ years 
in a row. They had received only a few calls on the ad in years and couldn’t attribute a single deal to it.

� What might YOU Stop this year? Put it in the chat or raise your hand.

The Bigger Question is…



What would happen if…
We used our TIME and MONEY for BETTER USE… than what we use it for 

now?

Think: OPPORTUNITY COST



WHAT might fill the VOID
that STOPPING “that” creates?

Could it be something more
INFLUENTIAL and IMPACTFUL

that you choose to
invest your time and money in?

Something like:

Personal vs Mass Contacts? Longer conversations? Handwritten notes?

Give it some thought as you create Goals for 2022 this and next Month


